PERMALINE® IS THE leader in synthetic lining systems for sports fields. This revolutionary low-cost product greatly heightens marking line visibility in all types of lighting and poor weather conditions. Permaline® is so easy to install and it’s environment friendly too. Natural grass grows right into Permaline® and actually anchors it permanently into place.

It’s safe for players yet exceedingly durable. Permaline® has proven itself again and again in many locations with superior quality that withstands the test of time with an estimated lifetime of 15 years or more.

The SPORTGRASS™ system consists of a 100% natural grass playing surface grown into a layer of amended sand. Within the layer of sand are polypropylene grass blades tufted into a woven backing. Because the roots of the grass plant grow down through the synthetic blades and woven backing, the crown and the root of the plant remain protected.

Even during heavy use, SPORTGRASS™ maintains a consistent and level surface. The synthetic blades and woven backing form a matrix with the root system of the natural grass. So if the natural grass blades are temporarily worn away, the stability and safety of the area is retained.

Test results indicate that SPORTGRASS™ surfaces can stand and recover up to five times faster than conventional grass.

SPORTGRASS™ can be used for repairing goal mouth and high traffic areas to full field installations. SPORTGRASS™ is available in a big roll grown form or as a grow-in product.

Permaline® and SPORTGRASS™ are available from Dol Turf Restoration Ltd. Call 1-800-794-9664 for details.